About
ATS

Since its establishment in 2010, ATS has been proud
to provide topnotch language services to local and
international companies helping them communicate
with culturally different people and contributing to their
business success.

Core
Values

Quality
Commitment
Confidentiality
Customer Satisfaction
Successful Content

Our
Mission

To empower people and businesses alike by providing
top-notch translation and language services uniquely
tailored to their needs and to provide translation service
exceeding the expectations of our clients.

Our
Vision

To become one of the leading translation and language
providers in the Middle East and a brand name for
quality and excellence in translation industry.

Our
Philosophy

Today, the competitive edge belongs to only those who have
the power to resist and go out of the box, those who find
the perfect balance between creativity, client preference and
practicality, and those who can effectively harness their talents
in driving businesses to new successful horizons.
We resist the overwhelming pressure to stick to time and
money constraints at the expense of quality by following strict
translation process that guarantees the highest quality of
translation projects at all times.
We resist the usual by providing our clients with effective and
sustainable language solutions using the latest technologies
and standards in translation industry.

Prowess
Legal Translation

Financial Translation

Technical Translation

Marketing Translation

Our legal translators have the requisite knowledge of the
legal industry to provide not only accurate translation,
but also right legalese.

Our translators are experts in using the jargons used
exclusively in your industry and providing successful
and native technical content.

We highly translate all your financial documents as per
the financial reporting standards and other business
regulations of your country for unrivaled translation
service.

We ensure that the wording of your marketing materials
represents your corporate identity and clearly resonates
your target audience.

Medical Translation

Our competitive edge lies in our medical and
pharmaceutical know-how that makes us your best
choice for translating all your medical projects.

Automotive Translation

Our expert translators have passion for and proven
experience in the automobile field and keep
up-to-date with all new car trends.

Quality translation does not
require just good command
of foreign language, but
also excellent knowledge of
the field of translated text

Services
A full range of top-notch language services optimally
tailored to meet the needs of people and businesses
alike and consolidate their position in the local and
global markets

TRANSLATION

LOCALIZATION

DTP & PRINTING

INTERPRETATION

CONTENT DEVELOPMENT

PROOFREADING

Translation

Translation is our competence and passion. We are your
ideal partner for translating documents, technical manuals,
marketing materials, books...etc.
Our competitive edge and main asset is High Quality,
Commitment and Cost-Effectiveness we guarantee to our
local and international clients who trusted us as their first
language partner.
Our team has sufficient knowledge, expertise and linguistic
potentials required to provide added-value and accurate
translation of all projects. Just send your project and rest
assured that you will receive your documents with highest
quality before the agreed deadline.
For samples of our latest works,
please visit www.alsuntranslation.com/samples

We Translate
Laws & contracts
Certificates and affidavits
Lawsuits and arbitration cases
Business correspondences

Insurance claims
Financial statements
Stock market instruments
Bills of lading

Manuals and brochures
Technical specifications
User interface
Restaurant menus

Multimedia
Software
Telecommunications
IT specifications
Consumer electronics

Medical Books & Reports
Discharge summaries
Scientific Books
HSE guidelines

Websites
Corporate profiles
Product brochures
Marketing materials
Press releases

Localization

We are a leading provider of premium localization services
in the Middle East supported by our localization experts
who meet the highest standards of linguistic competence,
cultural depth, confidentiality, and hands-on experience.
Our localizers do not translate words only, but also the
tones, thoughts, styles and designs so as to represent your
corporate identity and resonate with your target audience for
effective commercialization.
Using latest CAT tools and software in translation, we can
maintain the highest quality and consistency and quick
completion of your projects and so your Bottom-Line.

Content
Development

As your identity and professionalism are reflected by each word
and phrase of your marketing and advertising materials that
constitute the first impression of potential clients about you, we,
at Alsun, uniquely customize your content to the linguistic and
cultural aspects, customs, interests, and preferred dialects of
your target clients.
Our writing and marketing experts know the techniques that
make your potential clients experience the desired reaction
towards your marketing content, depending on words, images,
emotions, and cultural references, local dialects…etc.
Our copywriting process ensures that the written content
transfers the desired effects and emotions in highly touching
style that perfectly achieve the target of our client.

DTP
& Printing

As a one-stop language provider, Alsun Translation Services
offers Desktop Publishing service in order to deliver your projects
ready for release in the look and feel culturally appropriate to
your target audience.
Our team of professional DTP specialists is ready to handle your
project of any size, platform (Mac or PC), source or format with
the highest quality, making it ready for direct commercialization.
We undertake DTP-post review process that ensures that your
project is error-free and appropriate to your target clients.

Interpretation

We provide high-quality interpretation services for business
conferences, meetings, and interviews and for any person
or agency that needs to communicate with a foreigner.
Our highly professional and qualified interpreters are ready
to provide you with reliable cost-effective services; welldressed, well-mannered, cultured, sociable and fluent to act
as your representative.

We interpret

International business conferences
Business negotiations
Scientific seminars
Technical meetings
Commercial conventions
Escorting businessmen & tourists
Conferences & meetings
Special events
Exhibitions

Proofreading

We provide editing and proofreading services for those
who need assistance in the final editing of their marketing
materials, reports, presentations, memorandums, speeches,
letters, or any written or spoken piece of language.
Our clients from all international and national agencies come
to us to get a revision work that takes their texts to a nativeproficiency height.

Quality
Assurance

Alsun Translation Services applies quality assurance systems
and strictly follows the applicable international standards
and best practices in translation industry in order to satisfy
our clients’ expectations of premium quality, sustainability
and value for money. Our team never compromise on
quality even in highly competitive environment as the trust
of our clients is our most valuable asset and secret of our
excellence.

Translation
Process

In order to ensure that translation quality remains at the
highest level at all times, any translation project, be it one
page or one thousand pages, must pass through our strict
translation process. Our QA strategy means the translation
has to pass through different FILTERS after initial translation
is submitted by native translator; word-by-word revision,
proofreading, and style review. We make sure, however, that
this meticulousness does not infringe on the time constraints
agreed upon with the client.

Language
pairs
We are duly accredited and authorized by the UAE Ministry of
Justice, courts and governmental authorities and provide legally
attested translation for the following languages:
Arabic

English

French

Italian

German

Chinese

Farsi

Russian

Spanish

Korean

Japanese

Romanian

Polish

Greek

Urdu

Filipino

Turkish

Portuguese

Moreover, we provide top-notch translation services for the
following language pairs:

All other languages are available

Clients

Cairo Office
Gate 2, Villa 20, 10th Neighborhood,
First Settlement, New Cairo, Egypt.
Phone: (+2) 010 64 5555 22
Email: cairo@alsuntranslation.com

www.alsuntranslation.com
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Dubai Office
Office 2010, Aspin Commercial Tower,
104 Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai, UAE.
Phone: (+971) 54 43 79997
Email: info@alsuntranslation.com

